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Kisegítő konferenciatolmács nem megfelelő besorolása
- 2787/2005/OV. sz. ügyben hozott határozata 

Határozat 
Ügy 2787/2005/OV  - Vizsgálat megindítása 14/09/2005  - Határozat 13/01/2006 

A panaszos 1995-ben kisegítő konferenciatolmácsként („ACI") kezdett dolgozni az Európai 
Parlamentnél. Tekintettel a területen meglévő korábbi négyévnyi szakmai tapasztalatára, a 
Parlament azonnal 1. kategóriába helyezte [1] . 2001-ben a panaszos az Európai Bizottság 
Tolmácsolási Főigazgatóságának („DG SCIC") Közös Tolmács- és Konferenciaszolgálatánál 
kezdett dolgozni. Várakozásaival szemben 2. kategóriájú tolmácsnak minősítették. 2004 végére
az európai intézmények ACI-listáik egyesítése mellett döntöttek, és minden ACI-nek személyes 
adatlapot („ fiche signalétique" ) küldtek. A panaszos adatlapjáról kiderült, hogy csak 2004 
novemberétől minősítették 1. kategóriájú tolmácsnak. Amikor a panaszos felfedezte az 
állítólagos hibát, 2005 áprilisában e-maileket küldött a Bizottságnak, kérve személyes 
adatlapjának kiigazítását, amelyen annak kellett volna szerepelnie, hogy ő 1995 januárjától, 
nem pedig 2004 novemberétől 1. kategóriájú tolmács. A panaszos kérte továbbá bére 
28%-ának megfizetését is, amely megfelel a Bizottsághoz való 2001. évi belépése és a 2004. 
novemberi, 1. kategóriájú tolmácsként történt besorolása között eltelt időszakban az állítólag 
téves besorolása miatt ki nem fizetett összegnek. A Bizottság azt válaszolta a panaszosnak, 
hogy a besoroláson nem lehet változtatni. 

A panaszos 2005 augusztusában panaszt nyújtott be az Ombudsmannak, melyben követelte, 
hogy a Bizottság (i) igazítsa ki személyes adatlapját, és ismerje el hivatalosan, hogy 1995. 
január óta 1. kategóriájú tolmács, illetve hogy (ii) igazítsa ki a 2001. szeptember és 2004. 
november 10. közötti időszakra vonatkozó kifizetéseket, mely idő alatt őt tévesen sorolták be 2. 
kategóriájú tolmácsnak, és fizessék meg az említett időszakra vonatkozó bére tekintetében neki
még mindig járó 28%-ot. 

A panaszra vonatkozó véleményében a Bizottság megállapította, hogy a panaszos személyes 
adatlapján szereplő adatokat a panaszos kérésének megfelelően kiigazítják. A panaszos ezt 
követően tájékoztatta az Ombudsmant, hogy bár nem kapta meg a téves besorolás miatt neki 
járó bért, erkölcsi elégtételt szerzett. 

[1]  Az európai intézményekben két kategória létezik az üléseken tolmácsoló kisegítő 
konferenciatolmácsok (ACI-k) tekintetében: a 2. kategória (kezdő tolmács) és az 1. kategória 
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(tapasztalt tolmács, aki az európai intézményekben több mint 10 napot dolgozott). A 
javadalmazásbeli különbség 28%. 

 Strasbourg, 13 January 2006 
Dear Mr X., 

On 23 and 24 August 2005, you made a complaint to the European Ombudsman against the 
European Commission concerning your allegedly erroneous classification as a Category 2 
interpreter. 

On 14 September 2005, I forwarded the complaint to the President of the Commission. The 
Commission sent its opinion on 21 November 2005. On 5 December 2005, I forwarded it to you 
with an invitation to make observations. On 8 December 2005, I received your letter of 24 
November 2005 in which you informed my services that you wanted to terminate the 
proceedings before the Ombudsman. By e-mail of 21 December 2005, you informed my 
services again that you found it appropriate for the Ombudsman to close the case. On 12 
January 2006, you had a telephone conversation with my services. 

I am writing now to let you know the results of the inquiries that have been made. 

THE COMPLAINT 

According to the complainant, the relevant facts are as follows: 

The complainant started working as a conference interpreter for the European Parliament in 
1995. The European Institutions have a system of two categories for session auxiliary 
conference interpreters ("ACIs"), namely Category 2 (beginning interpreter) and Category 1 
(experienced interpreter, having worked more that 100 days for the European Institutions (1) ). 
The difference in remuneration is 28% (2) . 

Due to the complainant's previous 4 years of professional experience, Parliament immediately 
granted him Category 1 status when he started working for it in 1995. 

In 2001 (3) , the complainant started working for the Joint Interpreting and Conference Service 
of the Directorate General for Interpretation of the European Commission ("DG SCIC"). Since it 
is the Commission that pays all auxiliary conference interpreters, regardless of which institution 
they work for, the complainant assumed that he would continue to be paid as a Category 1 
interpreter. However, the Commission classified him as a Category 2 interpreter, and, unlike 
Parliament, did not send out detailed payslips. 

At the end of the year 2004, the European Institutions decided to merge their ACI lists and all 
ACIs were sent a personal data sheet ("fiche signalétique"). From that sheet, it appeared that 
the complainant had been classified as a Category 1 interpreter only in November 2004. It was 
not until the beginning of 2005 that the complainant noticed something was wrong. 
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On 13 April 2005, the complainant wrote an e-mail to the Commission informing it of the 
allegedly erroneous classification as a Category 2 interpreter. On 24 April 2005, the complainant
wrote another e-mail to the Commission, asking a) for rectification of his personal data sheet, 
which should mention that he has been a Category 1 interpreter since January 1995 and not 
since November 2004, and b) for the payment of 28% of his salary corresponding to the sum 
unpaid due to the allegedly erroneous classification for the period from 2001, when he joined 
the Commission, to November 2004, when he was classified as a Category 1 interpreter. The 
Commission replied on 6 June 2005 to the complainant's e-mail of 13 April 2005, stating that, as
he had worked 100 days for the Commission (that is to say, the minimum required for obtaining 
the status of an experienced interpreter) on 10 November 2004, he was classified as a 
Category 1 interpreter only as of that date. By letter of 15 June 2005 in reply to the 
complainant's e-mail of 24 April 2005, the Commission answered that the complainant's 
classification would not be changed. No rectification was therefore made to the complainant's 
salary for the relevant period. 

On 23 August 2005, the complainant made the present complaint to the Ombudsman claiming 
that the Commission should: 
- rectify his personal data sheet and officially acknowledge that he has been a Category 1 
interpreter since January 1995; and 
- rectify his payments for the period between September 2001 and 10 November 2004 during 
which time he was erroneously classified as a Category 2 interpreter and pay the 28% of his 
salary still due to him for that period. 

THE INQUIRY 
The Commission's opinion 
In its opinion, the Commission made the following comments: 

As regards the background of the case, the Commission observed that, on 13 April 2005, the 
complainant sent an e-mail to DG SCIC and to Parliament officially requesting rectification of his
ACI category. The complainant was first recruited by Parliament in 1995 as an experienced 
interpreter (Category 1), having worked for the Council of Europe for more than 100 days 
between 1991 and 1995. 

The complainant was recruited for the first time by the Commission in December 2001 as a 
beginner interpreter (Category 2) given that he never informed DG SCIC that he was already 
considered an experienced interpreter by Parliament. 

The Commission observed that the European Institutions decided jointly that all ACIs, who at 
the beginning of 2005 were in Category 1 at Parliament and in Category 2 at DG SCIC and vice 
versa, would be upgraded as of 1 January 2005, the date of the full merger of the Luxembourg 
and Brussels Payments Offices. Before this date, Parliament and DG SCIC used entirely 
separate payments systems. As a consequence, no data on freelance interpreters were shared 
between the Institutions. 
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Only when DG SCIC was informed directly by freelance interpreters that they had worked for 
other institutions and/or bodies listed in the same classification criteria (available online), were 
those days of work added to interpreters' personal data sheets. The upgrade took place when a 
total of 100 days was attained. 

Before the merger of the payments offices, DG SCIC could not have known that the 
complainant had been classified at the higher ACI category by Parliament. No information 
regarding his category had in fact ever been transmitted to DG SCIC, by himself of by any other 
institution or body. 

DG SCIC upgraded the complainant to Category 1 on 10 November 2004, on the basis of the 
information available internally and in full accordance with the rules (100 days worked for the 
Commission), as no other information had been received prior to that date. The category 
according to which a freelance interpreter was paid by DG SCIC was clearly indicated on the 
salary statements sent to each freelance interpreter. 

The Commission concluded that no financial consequences could be seen to arise from the 
above due to the fact that no request or communication to DG SCIC had taken place in 2001, 
when the complainant started working for DG SCIC, nor in the time up to the date when he had 
attained his hundredth day and was upgraded to Category 1. The data encoded in the 
complainant's personal data sheet would be completed so that it would appear clearly that he 
was Category 1, from 2 January 1995, for Parliament and Category 1, from 10 November 2004, 
for DG SCIC. 
The complainant's observations 
On 24 November 2005, the complainant wrote to the Ombudsman's office enclosing 
correspondence he had had with the Director-General of DG SCIC. The complainant pointed 
out that, although the Director-General did not offer any financial compensation for the 
classification error, he stated in his letter of 14 October 2005 that the complainant's personal 
data sheet would be amended to officially acknowledge that he was a Category 1 interpreter 
from 2 January 1995 onwards as far as Parliament was concerned. 

The complainant stated that, although this was not a perfect solution, he felt that this was 
probably the best redress he could obtain. He therefore suggested terminating the proceedings 
before the Ombudsman upon receipt of his revised personal data sheet. 

On 21 December 2005, the complainant sent an e-mail informing the Ombudsman's office that, 
on 8 December 2005, he had received a copy of his personal data sheet which had been 
rectified to confirm that he had been a Category 1 interpreter for Parliament as of 2 January 
1995. The complainant therefore found it appropriate for the Ombudsman to close the case. 

The complainant thanked the Ombudsman and his staff for following his complaint, stating that, 
although he received no financial compensation, he had obtained moral redress. 

In a telephone conversation with the Ombudsman's office on 12 January 2006, the complainant 
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clarified that he wanted to withdraw his complaint. 

THE DECISION 
1 Allegedly incorrect classification of conference interpreter 
1.1 The complainant, who was an auxiliary conference interpreter of Category 1 (4)  status for 
the European Parliament since 1995, started in 2001 to work for the Joint Interpreting and 
Conference Service of the Directorate General for Interpretation of the European Commission 
("DG SCIC"). Since it is the Commission that pays all auxiliary conference interpreters ("ACIs"), 
regardless of which institution they work for, the complainant assumed that he would continue to
be paid as a Category 1 interpreter. At the end of the year 2004, the European Institutions 
decided to merge their ACI lists and all ACIs were sent a personal data sheet ("fiche 
signalétique"). From that sheet, it appeared that the complainant had been classified by the 
Commission as a Category 1 interpreter only from November 2004 onwards. In his complaint to 
the Ombudsman, the complainant claimed that the European Commission should rectify his 
personal data sheet and officially acknowledge that he has been a Category 1 session auxiliary 
conference interpreter since January 1995. The complainant further claimed that the 
Commission should rectify his payments for the period between September 2001 and 10 
November 2004 when he was classified as a Category 2 interpreter and pay the 28% of his 
salary still due to him for that period. 

1.2 In its opinion, the Commission concluded that no financial consequences could be seen to 
arise from the complainant's situation due to the fact that no request or communication to the 
Joint Interpreting and Conference Service of the Directorate General for Interpretation of the 
European Commission ("DG SCIC") had been made in 2001, when the complainant started 
working for DG SCIC, nor at the time up to the date when he had attained his hundredth day as 
an ACI and was upgraded to Category 1 interpreter. The Commission however stated that the 
data encoded in the complainant's personal data sheet ("fiche signalétique") would be 
completed so that it would appear clearly that he was a Category 1 interpreter, from 2 January 
1995, for the European Parliament and a Category 1 interpreter, from 10 November 2004, for 
DG SCIC. 

1.3 On 21 December 2005, the complainant sent an e-mail informing the Ombudsman's office 
that, on 8 December 2005, he had received a copy of his personal data sheet which had been 
rectified to confirm that he had been a Category 1 interpreter for Parliament as of 2 January 
1995. The complainant therefore found it appropriate for the Ombudsman to close the case. He 
stated that, although he received no financial compensation, he had obtained moral redress. In 
a telephone conversation with the Ombudsman's office on 12 January 2006, the complainant 
clarified that he wanted to withdraw his complaint. 
2 Conclusion 
It appears from the information supplied to the Ombudsman by the complainant that he wishes 
to drop the complaint. The Ombudsman therefore closes the case. 

The President of the Commission will also be informed of this decision. 
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Yours sincerely, 

P. Nikiforos DIAMANDOUROS 

(1)  See Article 2 of the Agreement on Working Conditions and Financial Terms for Session 
Auxiliary Conference Interpreters (ACI) and Freelance Interpreters (FLI) recruited by the 
Institutions of the European Union. This Agreement was concluded on 28 July 1999 between 
Parliament, the Commission and the Court of Justice on the one hand, and the International 
Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC) on the other hand. 

(2)  See Article 6 of the Agreement. 

(3)  According to the documents in the file, the date on which the complainant started to work as
an interpreter for the Commission is 8 September 2001. 

(4)  The European Institutions have a system of two categories for session auxiliary conference 
interpreters ("ACIs"), namely Category 2 (beginning interpreter) and Category 1 (experienced 
interpreter, having worked more that 100 days for the European Institutions. The difference in 
remuneration is 28%. 


